
CPS: A Globally Recognized Market Leader
CPS is a worldwide leader in the provision of ticket redemption and financial services for the gaming 

industry. Dynamic Currency Conversion is the latest enhancement to the CPS offering. DCC works for 

you and the cardholders that use your network by creating a win/win on both sides of the transaction. 

Leverage DCC to enhance the cardholder’s experience in your facility while creating new revenue 

opportunities for your organization.

Together, CPS and DCC offer:

a	In-depth experience in cash-handling, support and 
 financial infrastructure

a	24-hour coverage for QuickJackTM and ABM terminals

a	Direct access to foreign exchange pricing and hedging   
 expertise – allowing you to maximize opportunities  
 through every transaction

a	Seamless onboarding and ongoing  
 post-implementation support

Don’t miss out on this innovative revenue opportunity.
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Dynamic Currency 
Conversion

Is Dynamic Currency Conversion right for you?

a	Are international MasterCard/Cirrus cards used at your ABM or Cash Dispensing 

Machine network?

a	Do you have ABMs or Cash Dispensing Machines

a	Are you looking for new revenue streams within your existing network?

TO CARDHOLDER

a	Convenient

a	Simple & easy  
 to understand

a	Comfort of  
 transacting in the 
 cardholder’s home  
 currency

a Ease of accounting 
 and reconciling  
 post-trip

a Certainty of 
 transaction 
 end-to-end 

TO YOu

a	New revenue  
 stream

a	Foreign exchange 
 provided through 
 a trusted and   
 experienced partner

a	Enhanced  
 customer service

a	Transparent  
 reporting

a	Customizable

Every transaction  
benefits you and  
the cardholder

Now’s the time to capture foreign 
exchange opportunities in your network. 

Put DCC to work for you.



Increase non-gaming revenues with  
Dynamic Currency Conversion on your 
QuickJacksTM and ABMs.

Introducing DCC with CPS

DCC - Dynamic Currency Conversion - 
allows you to capture revenue from every 
foreign exchange transaction involving 
international cards on your QuickJack™ 
and ABM network. 

n Seamlessly add CPS to all of your ABM, 
QuickJackTM ABM or Cash Dispensing 
Machines at no charge or expense to you

n Earn new revenue on every international 
transaction

n Receive detailed and transparent 
transaction reporting with ongoing 
customer service

n Foreign exchange risk and transaction 
settlements managed by CPS

n Provide international cardholders with the 
instantaneous choice to convert to their 
home currency with real-time rates

How DCC with CPS works:

3  Easy reconciliation in statements

1  Live foreign exchange choices on ABM screen
 The cardholder is provided 

the choice to “convert to 

home currency now” with 

CPS providing a real time  

foreign exchange conversion 

rate.

 The home currency amount on the 

ABM receipt matches the amount 

on the cardholder’s credit/debit 

billing statement.

2     ABM receipts

 The ABM receipt displays the 

transaction details including 

the local currency, the foreign 

exchange conversion rate and 

the cardholder’s home currency.

An innovative 
revenue 

opportunity 
from a gaming 
industry leader.

Let CPS maximize foreign 
exchange opportunities for you

CPS now connects you with expertise in pricing, hedging and 

knowledge of the varying conditions in the foreign exchange 

market. Let us maximize foreign exchange opportunities 

through a new revenue stream – while providing a number of 

flexible pricing terms to meet your needs. 

	n Customizable Spreads (by basis point and/or by channel)

 n Adjustable Spreads – enhancing revenue opportunities  
  over time

 n VIP Spreads – customizable for your most important 
  customers

CPS is the leading supplier of self-
serve, cash-handling kiosk systems  
for the gaming industry. With DCC, 
each of our ABM and QuickJackTM 

kiosks represents a new revenue 
opportunity.


